Investigating the reciprocal relationships between locomotor sensitization to ethanol and PTSD-like clusters in DBA/2J mice.
Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and alcohol use disorder (AUD) are two conditions that co-occur frequently. The mechanistic explanations of this co-morbidity are still unclear. The goal of this study was twofold. First to investigate whether PTSD reduces the threshold for the acquisition of ethanol sensitization in an animal model of PTSD. Then to investigate whether ethanol sensitization modulates the expression of PTSD. 152 female inbred DBA/2 J mice were submitted to an inescapable footshock paradigm to induce a PTSD-like condition (PTSDLC) and to a paradigm of locomotor sensitization to ethanol. In a first experiment, mice were submitted to the PTSDLC and then repeatedly injected with either saline, 1 g/kg ethanol or 2 g/kg ethanol. Their sensitization to the locomotor stimulant effects of ethanol was then tested in an open field. In a second experiment, mice were first sensitized to the locomotor stimulant effects of ethanol and then tested for their behavioral response to PTSDLC. In the first experiment, PTSDLC failed to induce a significant locomotor sensitization at the subthreshold dose of 1 g/kg ethanol. However, with 2 g/kg ethanol, a stronger ethanol sensitization was observed in mice submitted to the footshock relative to the control group. In the second experiment, ethanol sensitization increased only some of the behavioral clusters of PTSDLC, namely the fear generalization in a new context. PTSDLC did not reduce the dose threshold for the acquisition of ethanol sensitization but strengthened the development of ethanol sensitization with effective doses. This suggests that PTSD might interact with one of the mechanisms underlying the development of alcohol sensitization. When the relationship between ethanol sensitization and PTSDLC is tested in the reverse direction, the present study only shows a significant effect of ethanol administration on the "sensitized fear" PTSD cluster.